PRINT PUBLISHING
- Editorial
  - Fact checking
  - Proofreading
  - Copyediting
  - Indexing
- Print Production
  - Traditional and XML-first workflow

DIGITAL PUBLISHING
- Data Conversion
  - Printed/handwritten
  - XML, SGML, HTML
  - Flash to HTML5
- Design & Art
  - Art creation & modification

- Project Management Information System (PMIS)
- Digital Assets Management (DAM)
- Journal Management System (JMS)
- Print-on-Demand (POD) Software

A division of
ULTRAMARINE &
PIGMENTS LTD.
WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT AND eLEARNING
Lapiz has excellent track record in building content management systems and learning management systems. We develop SCORM and TINCan API-compliant courses that are truly device agnostic.

We build Websites that are both fluid and responsive. All our Website development projects are bundled with helpdesk support service. The ecommerce package and the in-built analytics tools provide micro-details to our customers.

Our variety of QA services includes print archive QA, website QA & maintenance, bug fixing in the files/products, legacy conversion to make the products compatible for new platforms and mobile devices.

eBOOK AND APPS
Multi-linguistic eBook and Mobile App vertical offers a variety of services, starting from freeflow conversion to device-specific proprietary conversion.

Whether it is a simple epub3 script or complex widgets using HTML5, Lapiz excels in developing innovative products.

Our expertise in positioning math content in ebooks using MathML codes allow the equations to display at its best in the devices.

It can be a manga comic conversion or the evolving EDUPUB, our work has made it possible to reach out to all audiences, irrespective of the book genre.